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Nibionno (Lecco) – 3D printing faires season is going to begin and Sharebot is ready to travel all around
Europe!
What
During the Fall tour Sharebot 3D printers reached London, Birmingham, Rome, Paris, Bari and Genua, the
2015 Spring tour will amount even more kilometers. Sharebot will travel all around Europe to present both his
3D printers and his new filaments, like the new PLA-S, the first printing filament fully Made in Italy, developed
in collaboration with an italian chemical company.
It will be possible to see many different machines: Sharebot NG, Sharebot Kiwi-3D, Sharebot XXL and
Sharebot XXL, the first DLP printer produced by Sharebot and developed by its R&D department.
All these printers could be seen in every tour stage.
Where and when
Sharebot on tour 2015 will reach:
Inside 3D Printing Berlin from March 3rd to 4th
3DPrint Hub Milan from 5th to 7th
3Dprintshow Madrid from March12th to 13th
Mecspe Parma from March 26th to 28th
3Dprintshow London from May 21st to 23rd
These are just a few stages of the 2015 tour. It's possible to check all the events on the new website that has
been activated to present the tour. Everyone can interact with Sharebot during the tour by using the official
tour campaign hashtag #sharebotontour2015 both on Facebook, on Twitter and on Instagram
Who we are
Sharebot è is a young firm focused on the realization of 3D printers, an innovative start-up with the goal to
produce and develop new technolgy for the 3D printing world. The mission is to be able to create new and
ready-to-use 3D printers. In a short time the firm has become a leader in Italy and one of the main european
manufacturers. For further informations www.sharebot.it.
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